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INTRODUCTION

BLISS-11 IS A PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE FOR THE PDP-11. IT IS SPECIFICALLY INTENDED TO BE USED FOR IMPLEMENTING "SYSTEM SOFTWARE". AS SUCH IT DIFFERS FROM OTHER LANGUAGES IN SEVERAL SIGNIFICANT WAYS.

1. HIGHER LEVEL LANGUAGES DERIVE THEIR SUITABILITY FOR A PARTICULAR PROBLEM AREA - FORTRAN/ALGOL FOR MATHEMATICS, SNOBOL FOR STRINGS, GPSS FOR SIMULATIONS, ETC - BECAUSE THEY PROVIDE TO THE USER A VOCABULARY AND SET OF CONVENTIONS APPROPRIATE TO THAT PROBLEM AREA. WE VIEW "IMPLEMENTATION LANGUAGES" IN A SIMILAR WAY - AS APPLICATION LANGUAGES WHERE THE APPLICATION IS A PARTICULAR BRAND OF HARDWARE. AS SUCH, AN IMPLEMENTATION LANGUAGE MUST REFLECT THE CAPABILITIES AND ARCHITECTURE OF ITS MACHINE.

2. INPUT/OUTPUT IS NOT A PART OF BLISS-11. I/O CAN BE DONE DIRECTLY IN THE LANGUAGE MUCH AS AN ASSEMBLY PROGRAM MIGHT, OR THROUGH SUBROUTINE CALLS.

3. EVERY ATTEMPT HAS BEEN MADE TO GIVE THE USER EXPLICIT CONTROL OVER THE CODE HE GENERATES AS HE Chooses, WHILE PROVIDING MAXIMUM CONVENIENCE OTHERWISE.

4. THERE ARE NO EXPLICIT OR IMPLICIT DATA MODES OTHER THAN THE 16 BIT BINARY WORD. DATA MODES ARE ESSENTIALLY USER DEFINED VIA THE STRUCTURE MECHANISM WHICH ALLOWS THE USER TO SET OR COMPUTE AN ALGORITHM FOR DATA ACCESS.

5. CLEARLY BLISS-11 IS A CLOSE RELATIVE OF BLISS-18 FOR THE PDP-18 AND SHARES MANY OF THAT LANGUAGES BIASES TOWARD TREATMENT OF IDENTIFIERS, LACK OF GOTOES, IMPORTANCE OF STRUCTURES, ETC. THE INTERESTED READER MAY FIND IT USEFUL TO EXAMINE THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE TWO LANGUAGES AND HOW THESE ARE A REFLECTION OF THE DIFFERENCES IN THE MACHINES THEMSELVES.
I. LANGUAGE DEFINITION

1.1.1 MODULES

A MODULE IS A PROGRAM ELEMENT WHICH MAY BE COMPILED INDEPENDENTLY OF OTHER ELEMENTS AND SUBSEQUENTLY LOADED WITH THEM TO FORM A COMPLETE PROGRAM.

\[
\text{MODULE} ::= \text{BLOCK/} \\
\quad \text{MODULE-HEAD BLOCK 'ELUDOM'} \\
\quad \text{MODULE-HEAD} ::= \text{'MODULE' NAME (PARAMETERS)}
\]

A MODULE MAY REQUEST ACCESS TO OTHER MODULES' VARIABLES AND FUNCTIONS BY DECLARING THEIR NAMES IN EXTERNAL DECLARATIONS. A MODULE PERMITS GENERAL USE OF ITS OWN VARIABLES AND ROUTINES BY MEANS OF GLOBAL DECLARATIONS. THESE LINES OF COMMUNICATION BETWEEN MODULES ARE LINKED BY THE LOADER PRIOR TO EXECUTION. A COMPLETE PROGRAM CONSISTS OF A SET OF COMPILED MODULES LINKED BY THE LOADER. WHEN LOADING A NUMBER OF MODULES, IT IS NECESSARY THAT AT LEAST ONE MODULE CONTAIN A MODULE HEAD. THIS IS REQUIRED TO SET UP A STACK. NOTE THAT THE ELUDOM TO TERMINATE THE MODULE IS OPTIONAL. ALL THAT IS REQUIRED IS THAT THE BLOCK WHICH BEGINS AFTER THE MODULE DECLARATION IS CORRECTLY TERMINATED.

——THE <PARAMETERS> FIELD OF A MODULE DEFINITION IS USED TO CONTROL THE COMPILATION. SEE SECTION III.1.3 FOR A DESCRIPTIVE LIST AND DEFAULTS.

EXAMPLE:

!THE START MODULE FOR BLISS IS COMPILED IN FRONT OF A NUMBER OF OTHER BLISS MODULES.

\[
\text{MODULE} \text{START (STACK=:\#48,SYNTAX)} = \\
\text{BEGIN} \\
\quad \cdot \\
\quad \cdot \\
\text{END} \\
\text{ELUDOM} \quad \text{!THIS LINE IS OPTIONAL}
\]

IT IS CONVENIENT TO LEAVE OUT THE ELUDOM IF, FOR EXAMPLE, YOU WISH TO ADD A PARTICULAR MODULE HEAD TO AN ALREADY EXISTING BLOCK. THE SOURCE FILE FOR THE MODULE HEAD SHOULD PRECEDE THE BLOCK FILE IN YOUR COMMAND STRING AND THE TERMINAL ELUDOM NEED NOT BE APPENDED AT THE END.
1.1.2 BLOCKS AND COMMENTS

A BLOCK IS AN ARBITRARY NUMBER OF DECLARATIONS FOLLOWED BY AN ARBITRARY NUMBER OF EXPRESSIONS ALL SEPARATED BY SEMICOLONS AND ENCLOSED IN A MATCHING BEGIN-END OR "(" - ")" PAIR.

```
BLOCK ::= 'BEGIN' BLOCKBODY 'END' / ( BLOCKBODY )
BLOCKBODY ::= DECLARATIONS EXPRESSIONS
DECLARATIONS ::= /DECLARATION;/
       DECLARATIONS; DECLARATION;
COMPOUNDEXPRESSION ::= 'BEGIN' EXPRESSIONS 'END' /
       ( EXPRESSIONS )
EXPRESSONS ::= /E/LABEL:E/ E; EXPRESSIONS
COMMENT ::= / ! RESTOFLINE ENDOFLINESYMBOL/
   % STRINGWITHNOPERCENT %
```

COMMENTS MAY BE ENCLOSED BETWEEN THE SYMBOL ! AND THE END OF THE LINE ON WHICH THE ! APPEARS. HOWEVER, A ! MAY APPEAR IN THE QUOTED STRING OF A LITERAL, OR BETWEEN TWO % SYMBOLS, WITHOUT BEING CONSIDERED THE BEGINNING OF A COMMENT. LIKEWISE, A % ENCLOSED WITHIN QUOTES WILL BE CONSIDERED PART OF A STRING.

AS IN ALGOL THE BLOCK INDICATES THE LEXICAL SCOPE OF THE NAMES DECLARED AT ITS HEAD. HOWEVER, IN CONTRAST TO ALGOL, THERE IS AN EXCEPTION. THE NAMES OF GLOBAL VARIABLES AND ROUTINES HAVE A SCOPE BEYOND THE BLOCK AND ALTHOUGH THEY ARE DECLARED WITHIN THE MODULE, THE EFFECT, FOR A MODULE CITING THEM IN AN EXTERNAL DECLARATION, IS AS IF THEY WERE DECLARED IN THE CURRENT BLOCK.
1.1.3 LITERALS

TWO BASIC DATA ELEMENTS ARE RECOGNIZED FOR THE PDP-11: THE 16 BIT WORD AND THE 8 BIT BYTE. LITERALS ARE NORMALLY CONVERTED TO A SINGLE WORD, BUT MAY IN FACT END UP IN EITHER OF THE TWO FORMS DEPENDING ON USAGE.

LITERAL ::= NUMBER/QUOTEDSTRING/PLIT
NUMBER ::= DECIMAL/OCTAL
DECIMAL ::= DIGIT/DECIMAL DIGIT
OCTAL ::= #OIT/OCTAL OIT
OIT ::= 0/1/2 --- /7
DIGIT ::= 0/1/2 --- /9

NUMBERS (UNSIGNED INTEGERS) ARE CONVERTED TO BINARY MODULO THE DATA SIZE. THE BINARY NUMBER IS 2'S COMPLEMENT AND IS SIGNED. OCTAL CONSTANTS ARE PREFIXED BY THE SHARP SIGN, #.

QUOTEDSTRING ::= "STRING"/'STRING'

QUOTED-STRING LITERALS MAY BE USED TO SPECIFY BIT PATTERNS CORRESPONDING TO THE 8-BIT ASCII CODE FOR PRINTING GRAPHIC CHARACTERS ON THE EXTERNAL I/O MEDIA. STRINGS OF ONE OR TWO CHARACTERS MAY BE USED FREELY AS CHARACTER CONSTANTS. LONGER STRINGS MAY BE USED IN OWN AND GLOBAL DECLARATIONS AS VALUES FOR THE NAMESIZEVALUE (SEE SECTION 1.3.2). STRINGS ENCLOSED IN DOUBLE QUOTE WILL ALWAYS BE RIGHT JUSTIFIED WITH THE FIRST BYTE OF THE FIRST WORD 8 IN THE CASE OF STRINGS WITH AN ODD NUMBER OF CHARACTERS.

WITHIN A QUOTED STRING THE QUOTING CHARACTER " IS REPRESENTED BY TWO SUCCESSIONAL OCCURRENCES OF THAT CHARACTER.
1.1.3.1 POINTERS TO LITERALS

A PLIT IS A POINTER TO A LITERAL WORD WHOSE CONTENTS ARE SPECIFIED AT COMPILE TIME; E.G., PLIT 3 IS A POINTER TO A WORD WHOSE CONTENTS WILL BE SET TO 3 AT LOAD TIME.

PLIT ::= PLIT PLITARG
PLITARG ::= LOAD-TIME-EXPRESSION /
            LONG-STRING /
            TRIPLE
TRIPLE ::= (TRIPLE-ITEM-LIST)
TRIPLE-ITEM-LIST ::= TRIPLE-ITEM / TRIPLE-ITEM, TRIPLE-ITEM-LIST
TRIPLE-ITEM ::= LOAD-TIME-EXPRESSION /
                LONG-STRING /
                DUPLICATION-FACTOR: PLITARG
DUPLICATION-FACTOR ::= COMPARE-TIME-EXPRESSION

*NOTE: "PLIT (3)+4" HAS 2 PARSES: PLIT LOAD-TIME-EXPRESSION AND PLIT TRIPLE + EXPRESSION

THE LATTER CHOICE IS USED. HENCE, "PLIT (3)+4" IS THE SAME AS "(PLIT 3)+4".

A PLIT MAY POINT TO A CONTIGUOUSLY STORED SEQUENCE OF LITERALS - LONG STRINGS AND NESTED LISTS OF LITERALS ARE ALSO ALLOWED. THE VALUE OF

PLIT (3,5,7,9)

IS A POINTER TO 4 CONTIGUOUS WORDS CONTAINING 3, 5, 7 AND 9 RESPECTIVELY. A LONG STRING (> 2 CHARACTERS) IS ALSO A VALID ARGUMENT TO A PLIT;

PLIT "THIS ALLOCATES 12 WORDS"

ALLOCATES 12 WORDS OF 8-BIT ASCII CHARACTERS.

THE ARGUMENTS TO PLITS NEED ONLY BE CONSTANT AT LOAD TIME; PLITS ARE THEMSELVES LITERALS, THUS NESTING OF PLITS IS ALLOWED (WITH THE INNER PLITS ALLOCATED FIRST);

EXTERNAL A,B,C;
BIND Y = PLIT (A, PLIT (B,C), PLIT 3, "A LONG STRING", 5+9*3);

IS SUCH THAT:

.Y[10] = 32;

IN ADDITION, ANY ARGUMENT TO A PLIT CAN BE REPLICATED BY SPECIFYING THE NUMBER OF TIMES IT IS TO BE REPEATED; E.G.

PLIT (7:3)
PRODUCES A POINTER TO 7 CONTIGUOUS WORDS, EACH OF WHICH CONTAINS THE VALUE 3. DUPLICATED PLITS ARE ALLOCATED ONCE; IDENTICAL PLITS ARE NOT POOLED - HENCE,

BIND X - PLIT (3; PLIT A, PLIT A, 2: (2,3));

IS SUCH THAT:


1.1.4 NAMES

Syntactically an identifier, or name, is composed of a sequence of letters and/or digits, the first of which must be a letter. Certain names are reserved as delimiters, see Appendix A.

Semantically the occurrence of a name is exactly equivalent to the occurrence of a pointer to the named item. The term "pointer" will take on special connotation later with respect to contiguous sub-fields within a word; however, for the present discussion the term may be equated with "address". This interpretation of name is uniform throughout the language and there is no distinction between left and right hand values. Contrast this with Algol where a name usually, but not always, means "contents of".

The pointer interpretation requires a "contents of" operator, and "." has been chosen. Thus .A means "contents of location A" and .A.A means "contents of the location whose name is stored in location A". To illustrate the concept, consider the assignment expression

\[ P = E \]

This means "store the value computed from E into the location whose pointer is the value of P". (Further details are given in 1.2.2.) Thus the Algol statement "A := B" is written "A=.B". It is impossible to express in Algol Bliss expressions such as: "A=B", "A=..B", ".A=.B", etc.

Note: Bliss-11 currently accepts the left-arrow character as the assignment operator as well as the equal sign as described in this manual.

The following identifiers are initially declared in the Bliss-11 compiler:

- R0 - REGISTER 0
- R1 - REGISTER 1
- R2 - REGISTER 2
- R3 - REGISTER 3
- R4 - REGISTER 4
- R5 - REGISTER 5
- DP - REGISTER 5: THE DISPLAY REGISTER
- SP - REGISTER 6: THE STACK REGISTER
- PC - REGISTER 7: THE PROGRAM COUNTER
- VREG - REGISTER 8: THE VALUE REGISTER
I.1.5 THE "CONTENTS OF" OPERATOR

THE OPERATOR "." IS A UNARY OPERATOR USED TO DESIGNATE THE CONTENTS OF THE LOCATION NAMED BY ITS OPERAND. THAT LOCATION MAY BE IN CORE MEMORY OR ONE OF THE REGISTERS. THUS IF "X" IS THE NAME OF A WORD OF MEMORY, THEN ".X" NAMES ITS CONTENTS, AND "..X" NAMES THE CONTENTS OF THE WORD POINTED AT BY THE CONTENTS OF LOCATION X. SIMILARLY, IF R IS DECLARED A REGISTER NAME, THEN ".R" DESIGNATES THE CONTENTS OF THAT REGISTER.
1.1.6 POSITION AND SIZE MODIFIER

THE BLISS-11 LANGUAGE PROVIDES THE FOLLOWING NOTATION AS A MODIFIER TO EITHER THE "CONTENTS OF" OR ASSIGNMENT OPERATORS:

<POSITION,SIZE>

THE POSITION AND SIZE TOGETHER NAME A FIELD WHICH BEGINS "POSITION" BITS FROM THE RIGHT HAND SIDE OF THE NAMED BYTE AND EXTENDING "SIZE" BITS TO THE LEFT. THUS .X<0,8> DESIGNATES THE CONTENTS OF THE BYTE AT LOCATION X AND .X<0,16> DESIGNATES THE CONTENTS OF THE WORD AT LOCATION X.

ON THE PDP-11/20 THE SIZE MAY NOT EXCEED 16 BITS AND THE FIELD MAY NOT CROSS WORD BOUNDARIES.

WHEN USED WITH THE ASSIGNMENT OPERATOR THE NAMED FIELD IS USED AS THE DESTINATION OF THE RIGHT HAND SIDE. THE CONTENTS OF OTHER BITS IN A WORD ARE NOT AFFECTED.

EXAMPLES:

\[ X=.Y<0,8> \]
\[ X=.Y<8,8> \]
\[ X=(Y+1)<0,8> !EQUIVALENT TO PREVIOUS LINE \]
\[ X=(Y-1)<16,8> !EQUIVALENT TO PREVIOUS LINE \]
\[ X<8,2>=1 \]

NOTE THAT THE POSITION AND SIZE NOTATION FUNCTIONS VERY SIMILARLY TO THAT OF BLISS-10. HOWEVER, THE LEGAL BLISS-10 ASSIGNMENT

\[ X=Y<3,2> \]

HAS NO INTERPRETATION IN BLISS-11 SINCE THERE IS NO WAY TO TREAT THE POSITION AND SIZE AS DATA AT EXECUTION TIME. (A SYNTAX ERROR WILL BE REPORTED IN SUCH A CASE.) IN MOST CASES, THE RESULTING INTERPRETATION IS THE SAME IN BOTH LANGUAGES, HOWEVER.

SIMILARLY, NOTE THAT THE EXPRESSION

\[ Y+.IF .X THEN W<3,2> ELSE V<4,2> \]

IS AN INCORRECT USAGE OF POINTERS IN BLISS-11.

NOTE THE SEMANTICS OF

\[ .X<0,8>+.Y \]

DIFFERS FROM

\[ (.X)<0,8>+.Y \]

IN THE FIRST CASE THE POSITION-SIZE MODIFIER IS ASSOCIATED WITH THE CONTENTS OPERATOR ("."), WHILE IN THE SECOND CASE IT IS ASSOCIATED WITH THE ASSIGNMENT OPERATOR. SEE SECTION 1.1.9 FOR FURTHER EXAMPLES.
1.1.7 DEFAULT POSITION AND SIZE

In the absence of a position-size modifier the compiler assumes a position of zero and a size equal to that given at the time of allocation of the name. Registers have a size of 16 bits. Memory has a size of either 8 or 16.
I.1.8 DATA REPRESENTATION

ALL WORD VALUES ARE NORMALLY TREATED AS TWO'S-COMPLEMENT SIGNED INTEGERS. CERTAIN OPERATORS, EG. . (DOT), LEQU, ETC., TREAT THE WORD AS AN UNSIGNED INTEGER VALUE.

ALL BYTE QUANTITIES ARE NORMALLY TREATED AS UNSIGNED INTEGERS RANGING BETWEEN 0 AND 255 IN VALUE.

ALL BOOLEAN TESTS DEPEND ON THE LOW-ORDER BIT OF THE WORD OR FIELD BEING TESTED. THE RELATIONAL OPERATORS GENERATE A FULL WORD 0 OR 1 AS THEIR VALUE, WHEN REQUIRED TO YIELD A VALUE. ZERO REPRESENTS FALSITY, AND ONE REPRESENTS TRUTH.
### 1.1.9 EXAMPLES

The following examples of BLISS-11 source text and the corresponding machine language equivalent is offered to illustrate some of the implications of the preceding sections.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BLISS-11</th>
<th>PAL11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( A = B_i )</td>
<td>MOV #B,A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A = .B_i )</td>
<td>MOV B,A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A &lt;0,8&gt;= B_i )</td>
<td>MOVB #B,A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A &lt;0,8&gt;= .B_i )</td>
<td>MOVB B,A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A &lt;0,8&gt;= .B&lt;0,8&gt;; )</td>
<td>MOVB B,A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A = .B&lt;0,8&gt;; )</td>
<td>CLR R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( (.A)&lt;0,8&gt; = .B&lt;0,8&gt;; )</td>
<td>MOV A,R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( .A = .B; )</td>
<td>MOV B,#A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( .A&lt;0,8&gt; = .B; )</td>
<td>CLR R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( (.A)&lt;0,8&gt; = .B )</td>
<td>MOV A,R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A = .B; )</td>
<td>MOV B,#R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A = .B&lt;0,8&gt;; )</td>
<td>CLR R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( (.A)&lt;0,8&gt; = .B )</td>
<td>MOV A,R</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\((R,R_1,R_2 \text{ are register names})\)
A = (.B)<0,8;1  MOV B,R
CLR R1
BISB B,R1
MOV R1,A

A = (B+1)<0,8;
CLR R
BISB B+1,R
MOV R,A

A<0,8> = (B+1)<0,8;
MOV B+1,A

(A+1)<0,8> = B<0,8;
MOV B+1,A+1

(A+C)<0,8> = .B<0,8>+1; CLR R1
BISB B,R1
INC R1
MOV C,R2
MOV B1,A(R2)
I.2.1 EXPRESSIONS

EVERY EXECUTABLE FORM IN THE BLISS LANGUAGE (THAT IS, EVERY FORM EXCEPT THE DECLARATIONS) COMPUTES A VALUE. THUS ALL COMMANDS ARE EXPRESSIONS AND THERE ARE NO "STATEMENTS" IN THE SENSE OF ALGOL OR FORTRAN. IN THE SYNTAX DESCRIPTION E IS USED AS AN ABBREVIATION FOR EXPRESSION.

\[
E ::= \text{SIMPLEXPRESSION} / \text{CONTROLEXPRESSION}
\]
### 1.2.2 Simple Expressions

The semantics of simple expressions is most easily described in terms of the relative precedence of a set of operators, but readers should also refer to the BNF-like description in 4.1. The precedence number used below should be viewed as an ordinal, so that 1 means first and 2 second in precedence. In the following table the letter E has been used to denote an actual expression of the appropriate syntactic type, see Appendix A.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Precedence</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Semantics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Compound expression</td>
<td>The component expressions are evaluated from left to right and the final value is that of the last component expression.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Block</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>E0(E1, E2, ..., EN)</td>
<td>A function call, see 1.3.6.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>NAME [E1, E2, ..., EN]</td>
<td>A structure access, see 1.3.5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>NAME</td>
<td>A pointer to the named item, see 1.1.4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>LITERAL</td>
<td>Value of the converted literal, see 1.1.3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>.E</td>
<td>Value pointed at by E, possibly modified by position and size E1 and E2. (E1 and E2 must evaluate to compile time constants.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.E&lt;E1, E2&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>E1↑E2</td>
<td>E1 shifted arithmetically by E2 bits. Shift is left if E2 is positive, right if negative. E2 must evaluate to a constant at compile time. (Temporarily)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>E1 ROT E2</td>
<td>Rotate E1 by E2 bits. Rotate left if E2 is positive, right if negative. E2 must be a compile time constant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-E</td>
<td>Negative of E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>E1+E2</td>
<td>Sum of E's.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>E1-E2</td>
<td>Difference between E1 and E2.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Note all arithmetic is carried out modulo 2(16) with a residue of -2(15). All arithmetic is integer; when floating point arithmetic is introduced it will be by means of special operators, viz., FMPR, FDVR, FNEG, FADR, FSBR.]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRECEDENCE</th>
<th>EXAMPLE</th>
<th>SEMANTICS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>E1 EQL E2</td>
<td>E1 = E2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>E1 NEQ E2</td>
<td>NOT (E1 = E2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>E1 LSS E2</td>
<td>E1 &lt; E2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>E1 LEQ E2</td>
<td>NOT (E1 &gt; E2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>E1 GTR E2</td>
<td>E1 &gt; E2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>E1 GEQ E2</td>
<td>NOT (E1 &lt; E2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>E1 EQLU E2</td>
<td>UNSIGNED VERSIONS OF THE RELATIONAL OPERATORS, IE, TREAT E1 AND E2 AS 16 BIT UNSIGNED INTEGERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>E1 NEQU E2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>E1 LSSU E2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>E1 LEQU E2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>E1 GTRU E2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>E1 GEQU E2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>NOT E</td>
<td>BITWISE COMPLEMENT OF E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>E1 AND E2</td>
<td>BITWISE AND OF E'S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>E1 OR E2</td>
<td>BITWISE INCLUSIVE OR OF E'S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>E1 XOR E2</td>
<td>BITWISE EXCLUSIVE OR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>E1 EQV E2</td>
<td>BITWISE EQUIVALENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>E1 + E2</td>
<td>THE VALUE OF THIS EXPRESSION IS IDENTICAL TO THAT OF E2, BUT AS A SIDE EFFECT THIS VALUE IS STORED INTO THE PARTIAL WORD POINTED TO BY E1; WITH ASSOCIATIVE USE OF +, THE ASSIGNMENTS ARE EXECUTED FROM RIGHT TO LEFT; THUS E1 = E2 = E3 MEANS E1 = (E2 = E3).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>E1 &lt;E3,E4&gt; + E2 OR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>E1 &lt;E3,E4&gt; = E2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IN GENERAL, THERE IS NO GUARANTEE REGARDING THE ORDER IN WHICH A SIMPLE EXPRESSION IS EVALUATED OTHER THAN THAT PROVIDED BY PRECEDENCE AND NESTING: THUS \((R - 2; .R \times (R - 3))\) MAY EVALUATE TO 6 OR 9, SINCE THE OPTIMIZATION STRATEGIES MAY CAUSE THE EXPRESSION .R TO BE EVALUATED BEFORE OR AFTER \((R-3)\), DEPENDING ON CONTEXT.

THE READER SHOULD REFER TO THE PDP-11 REFERENCE MANUAL FOR A COMPLETE DEFINITION OF THE ARITHMETIC OPERATORS UNDER VARIOUS SPECIAL INPUT VALUE CONDITIONS.

NOTE: AS OF THIS DATE (15 DEC) THE FOLLOWING OPERATORS ARE NOT YET IMPLEMENTED:

- ROT (ROTATE)
- EQLU
- NEQU
- LSSU (UNSIGNED RELATIONALS)
- LEQU
- GTRU
- GEQU
ON TARGET MACHINES WITH SPECIAL HARDWARE OPTIONS, ADDITIONAL OPERATORS MAY BE INTRODUCED CORRESPONDING TO THOSE OPERATIONS. PRIME EXAMPLES ARE:

(WITH PDP-11/45)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operator</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FNEG E</td>
<td>FLOATING NEGATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E1 FAOR E2</td>
<td>FLOATING ADDITION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E1 FSBR E2</td>
<td>FLOATING SUBTRACTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E1 FMPR E2</td>
<td>FLOATING MULTIPLICATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E1 FDVR E2</td>
<td>FLOATING DIVISION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E1 FREM E2</td>
<td>FLOATING REMAINDER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIX E</td>
<td>FIX A FLOATING VALUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLOAT E</td>
<td>FLOAT A FIXED VALUE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXAMPLES:

A = .B+.C12;
C = .B<1,2>;
X = .B+(Y=.Z/2);
1.2.3.1 CONTROL EXPRESSIONS

THE CONTROL EXPRESSIONS PROVIDE SEQUENCING CONTROL OVER THE EXECUTION OF A PROGRAM; THERE ARE FIVE FORMS:

CONTROL EXPRESSION ::= CONDITIONAL EXPRESSION / LOOP EXPRESSION / CHOICE EXPRESSION / ESCAPE EXPRESSION / COROUTINE EXPRESSION
I.2.3.2 CONDITIONAL EXPRESSIONS

CONDITIONALEXPRESSION ::= IF E1 THEN E2 ELSE E3

E1 IS COMPUTED AND THE RESULTING VALUE IS TESTED. IF IT IS TRUE, THEN E2 IS EVALUATED TO PROVIDE THE VALUE OF THE CONDITIONAL EXPRESSION, OTHERWISE E3 IS EVALUATED.

CONDITIONALEXPRESSION ::= IF E1 THEN E2

THIS FORM IS EQUIVALENT TO THE IF-THEN-ELSE FORM WITH 0 REPLACING E3. HOWEVER, IT DOES INTRODUCE THE "DANGLING ELSE" AMBIGUITY. THIS IS RESOLVED BY MATCHING EACH ELSE TO THE MOST RECENT UNMATCHED THEN AS THE CONDITIONAL EXPRESSION IS SCANNED FROM LEFT TO RIGHT.

EXAMPLES:

IF .X<8,1> THEN J = .K ELSE J=.L;

J = (IF .X<8,1> THEN .K ELSE .L);!SAME EFFECT AS PREVIOUS

IF .L THEN
BEGIN.....END
ELSE
BEGIN.....END
; !BLOCKS ALLOW MULTIPLE STATEMENTS

POSITION = .POSITION + (IF .CHAR EQL #11 %TAB% THEN 8 ELSE 1);
1.2.3.3 LOOP EXPRESSIONS

THE VALUE OF EACH OF THE SIX LOOP EXPRESSIONS IS -1, EXCEPT WHEN AN EXITLOOP OR LEAVE IS USED, SEE 2.3.4.

\[
\text{LOOPEXPRESSION} ::= \text{WHILE } E1 \text{ DO } E2
\]

THE \(E1\) IS COMPUTED AND THE RESULTING VALUE IS TESTED. IF IT IS TRUE, THEN \(E2\) IS COMPUTED AND THE COMPLETE LOOPEXPRESSION IS RECOMPUTED; IF IT IS FALSE, THEN THE LOOPEXPRESSION EVALUATION IS COMPLETE.

\[
\text{LOOPEXPRESSION} ::= \text{UNTIL } E3 \text{ DO } E2
\]

THIS FORM IS EQUIVALENT TO THE WHILE-DO FORM EXCEPT THAT \(E1\) IS REPLACED BY \(\text{NOT}(E3)\).

\[
\text{LOOPEXPRESSION} ::= \text{DO } E2 \text{ WHILE } E1
\]

THE EXPRESSIONS \(E2, E1\) ARE COMPUTED IN THAT SEQUENCE. THE VALUE RESULTING FROM \(E1\) IS TESTED; IF IT IS TRUE, THEN THE COMPLETE LOOP EXPRESSION IS RECOMPUTED; IF IT IS FALSE, THEN THE LOOP- EXPRESSION EVALUATION IS COMPLETE.

\[
\text{LOOPEXPRESSION} ::= \text{DO } E2 \text{ UNTIL } E3
\]

THIS FORM IS EQUIVALENT TO THE DO-WHILE FORM EXCEPT THAT \(E1\) IS REPLACED BY \(\text{NOT}(E3)\).

\[
\text{LOOPEXPRESSION} ::= \text{INCR NAME FROM } E1 \text{ TO } E2 \text{ BY } E3 \text{ DO } E4
\]

THIS IS A SIMPLIFIED FORM OF THE ALGOL 68 FOR-LOOP. THE "NAME" IS DECLARED TO BE A REGISTER OR A LOCAL FOR THE SCOPE OF THE LOOP. THE EXPRESSION \(E1\) IS COMPUTED AND STORED IN NAME. THE EXPRESSIONS \(E2\) AND \(E3\) ARE COMPUTED AND STORED IN UNNAMED LOCAL MEMORY WHICH FOR EXPLANATION PURPOSES WE SHALL NAME U2 AND U3. ANY OF THE PHRASES "FROM \(E1\)" "TO \(E2\)" OR "BY \(E3\)" MAY BE OMITTED--IN WHICH CASE DEFAULT VALUES OF \(E1 = 0, E2 = 2^{16}-1, E3 = 1\) ARE SUPPLIED. THE FOLLOWING LOOPEXPRESSION IS THEN EXECUTED:
BEGIN REGISTER NAME; LOCAL U2,U3; U2=E2; U3=E3;
UNTIL .NAME GTR .U2 DO (E4; NAME=.NAME+.U3)
END

THE FINAL FORM OF A LOOPEXPRESSION IS:

LOOPEXPRESSION:-DECR NAME FROM E1 TO E2 BY E3 DO E4

THIS IS EQUIVALENT TO THE INCR-FROM-TO-BY-DO FORM EXCEPT THAT THE FINAL LOOP IS REPLACED BY

BEGIN REGISTER NAME; LOCAL U2,U3; U2=E2; U3=E3;
UNTIL .NAME LSS .U2 DO (E4; NAME=.NAME -.U3)
END

IF ANY OF THE FROM, TO, OR BY PHRASES ARE OMITTED FROM A DECR EXPRESSION, DEFAULT VALUES OF E1=0, E2=2↑15, AND E3=1 ARE SUPPLIED. NOTICE THAT IN BOTH FORMS THE END CONDITION IS TESTED BEFORE THE LOOP, HENCE THE LOOP IS POTENTIALLY EXECUTED ZERO OR MORE TIMES.

EXAMPLES:

LINK-.BEGINNINGOFLINKEDLIST;
WHILE..LINK NEQ 0 DO BEGIN LINK=..LINK END; !FIND LAST ITEM
!ON LIST

!ADD UP FIRST N NUMBERS
SUM=0;
INCR J FROM 1 TO .N DO SUM=.SUM+.J;
1.2.3.4 ESCAPE EXPRESSIOUS

THE ESCAPE EXPRESSIOUS PERMIT CONTROL TO LEAVE ITS CURRENT ENVIRONMENT. THERE ARE THREE FORMS:

ESCAPEEXPRESSI0N::= LEAVE LABEL WITH E /
EXITLOOP E /
RETURN E /
LEAVE LABEL

ANY EXPRESSION MAY BE LABELED BY PRECEEDING IT WITH THE LABEL NAME AND A COLON. WITHIN A LABELED EXPRESSION, CONTROL MAY BE CAUSED TO LEAVE THE EXPRESSION AND YIELD THE GIVEN VALUE AS THE VALUE OF THE EXPRESSION.

THE LEAVE EXPRESSION MUST OCCUR WITHIN THE CONTROL SCOPE OF THE LABEL NAMED. THE SAME LABEL MAY ONLY BE USED ONCE WITHIN THE LEXICAL SCOPE OF ITS DEFINITION.

EXITLOOP IS A SPECIAL CASE WHICH EXITS THE SCOPE OF THE INNERMOST LOOP CONTROL SCOPE WHICH CONTAINS IT. THE VALUE BECOMES THE VALUE OF THE EXITED LOOP.

RETURN EXITS THE ROUTINE BODY AND PASSES THE GIVEN VALUE AS THE VALUE OF THE ROUTINE.

IF THE "WITH E" IS MISSING THEN "WITH 0" IS PRESUMED.

EXAMPLES:

!FIND INDEX OF FIRST SPACE IN LINE IMAGE OF 80 CHARACTERS
!INDEX IS -1 IF NONE FOUND

INDEX=INCR J FROM 0 TO 79 DO IF .(LINE+.J)<8,8> EQL #48 THEN EXITLOOP .J;

!HOW TO "BRANCH" TO NEXT ITERATION IN A LOOP
INCR J FROM 1 TO 100 DO
L2:(...
    ... IF CONDITION THEN:LEAVE L2;EXIT THE COMPOUND WHICH
    ...  IS THE LOOP BODY, I.E.,
    ...
)1; JUMP TO THE END OF THE
    !ITERATION (IF ANY).

!FIND FIRST ZERO ELEMENT OF A 2-D ARRAY
L3: (INCR I FROM 1 TO .IMAX DO
INCR J FROM 1 TO .JMAX DO
    IF .ARRAY[I,J] EQL 0 THEN (II=I;JJ=J; LEAVE L3);)
1.2.3.5 CHOICE EXPRESSIONS

CHOICEEXPRESSION ::= CASE E OF SET EXPRESSIONSET
TES
EXPRESSIONSET ::= /E/;EXPRESSIONSET/E;EXPRESSIONSET

THE EXPRESSION E IS EVALUATED AND USED TO SELECT THE E-TH
EXPRESSION OF THE FOLLOWING SET TO EXECUTE. THE FIRST EXPRESSION
IS EXECUTED IF E EQUALS 0, THE SECOND IF E EQUALS 1, ETC. THE VALUE
OF THE CASE EXPRESSION IS UNDEFINED IF E IS LESS THAN ZERO OR
GREATER THAN THE NUMBER OF EXPRESSIONS.

EXAMPLES:

ISUPPOSE TYPE(.CHAR)=0 IF .CHAR IS A NUMBER, 1 IF A LETTER,
2 IF IGNORABLE, EQ. SPACE, TAB, AND 3 OTHERWISE.
ICOLLECT A FORTRAN STYLE IDENTIFIER, WITH COUNT BEING THE LENGTH
COUNT=0;
IF TYPE (.CHAR) EQL 1 THEN
DO,
CASE TYPE (.CHAR) OF
SET
((ID+.COUNT)<0,8>=.CHAR;COUNT=COUNT+1); ICASE=0
((ID+.COUNT)<0,8>=.CHAR;COUNT=COUNT+1); ICASE=1
0;
EXITCONDITIONAL ICASE=2
TES
WHILE(CHAR=NEXTCHARFROMINPUT();1);


CHOICEEXPRESSION:=- SELECT E OF NSET NEXPRESSIONSET TESN
NEXPRESSIONSET:=- / NE / NE; NEXPRESSIONSET
NE:=- E: / OTHERWISE:E/ALWAYS:E

This form is somewhat similar to the case expression except that
the expression in the NEXPRESSIONSET are not thought of as being
sequentially numbered—instead each expression in the NEXPRESEONSET
is tagged with an "activation" expression. Suppose we
have the following select expression

SELECT E1 OF NSET E4; E5; E6; E7; E8; E9; E10; E11 TESN

Then the execution proceeds as follows: first E1 is
evaluated, then E4, E6, E8, and E10 are evaluated; correspondingly E5 is evaluated if and only if E4 is equal to E1,
etc. as with the case expression, the order of
evaluation of the NSET elements is not defined and the value of
the entire expression is that of the last one to be executed
at execution time. Thus, the value of the complete select
expression is uniquely determined only in the case that the
ELIST contains precisely one element.

An escape expression is illegal where its execution would imply
escape from an NSET-TESN environment.

In place of one of the selection expressions, E(4), E(6), etc. one
of the two reserved words OTHERWISE or ALWAYS may be used, e.g.,
"ALWAYS:E(9)". The expression following an "OTHERWISE:" will be
executed just in the case that none of the preceding selection
criteria were satisfied. The expression following an "ALWAYS:"
will always be executed independent of the selection criteria.
In the following example

Z-SELECT .X OF
NSET
1:E1;
7:E2;
OTHERWISE:E3;
36:E4;
ALWAYS:E5;
94:E6
TESN
(1) E1 will be executed if .X = 1 or .Y = 1, then (2) E2 will be executed if 
.X = 7 or .Y = 7, then (3) E3 will be executed in the case neither E1 nor E2 
was executed, i.e., .X not = to 1, .Y not = to 1, .X not = to 7, 
and .Y not = to 7, then (4) E4 will be executed if .X = 36 or .Y = 36, 
then (5) E5 will always be executed, and finally (6) E6 will be 
executed if .X = 94 or .Y = 94. The value assigned to Z will be that 
of E5 unless .X = 94 or .Y = 94 in which case the value assigned to 
Z will be that of E(6).

Note that although otherwise and always may be placed in any nset-element, 
it makes no sense to use more than one otherwise or to use an 
otherwise after an always since in these cases the latter other­
wise's can have no effect.

Example:

!Suppose we have a teletype input routine
select .char of nset

#15: ... ; !cr=> echo lf
#11: ... ; !tab=> echo spaces
...
    tesan
1.2.3.6 CO-ROUTINE EXPRESSIONS

THE ABILITY TO CREATE AND COMMUNICATE BETWEEN CO-ROUTINES IS VERY DESIRABLE. HOWEVER, CONSIDERATION IS DEFERRED UNTIL A PROPOSAL CAN BE WORKED OUT WITH THE MONITOR GROUP.
1.3.1 DECLARATIONS

ALL DECLARATIONS, EXCEPT MAP AND SWITCH, INTRODUCE NAMES EACH OF WHICH IS UNIQUE TO THE BLOCK IN WHICH THE DECLARATION APPEARS. EXCEPT WITH STRUCTURE AND MACRO DECLARATIONS, THE NAME INTRODUCED HAS A POINTER BOUND TO IT.

THE DECLARATIONS ARE:

DECLARATION::=ROUTINEDECLARATION/
STRUCTUREDECLARATION/
BINDDECLARATION/
MACRODECLARATION/
ALLOCATIONDECLARATION/
MAPDECLARATION/
LABELDECLARATION/
UNDECLARATION/
CALLSEQDECLARATION/
SIGNALDECLARATION

BEFORE PROCEEDING WITH A DETAILED DISCUSSION OF THE DECLARATIONS WE SHALL GIVE AN INTUITIVE OVERVIEW OF THE EFFECT OF THESE DECLARATIONS.
1.3.1.1 STORAGE (AN INTRODUCTION)

A BLISS-11 PROGRAM OPERATES WITH AND ON A NUMBER OF STORAGE "SEGMENTS". A STORAGE SEGMENT CONSISTS OF A FIXED AND FINITE NUMBER OF "WORDS", EACH OF WHICH IS COMPOSED OF A FIXED AND FINITE NUMBER OF "BITS" (16 FOR THE PDP-11/20).

IN PRACTICE A SEGMENT GENERALLY CONTAINS EITHER PROGRAM OR DATA, AND IF THE LATTER, IT IS GENERALLY INTEGER NUMBERS, FLOATING POINT NUMBERS, CHARACTERS, OR POINTERS TO OTHER DATA. TO A BLISS-11 PROGRAM, HOWEVER, A SEGMENT MERELY CONTAINS A PATTERN OF BITS.

SEGMENTS ARE INTRODUCED INTO A BLISS-11 PROGRAM BY DECLARATIONS, CALLED ALLOCATION DECLARATIONS, FOR EXAMPLE:

```
GLOBAL G;
OWN X,Y [S], Z;
LOCAL P [100];
REGISTER R1, R2;
ROUTINE F(A,B) - A+B;
```

EACH OF THESE DECLARATIONS INTRODUCES ONE OR MORE SEGMENTS AND BINDS THE IDENTIFIERS MENTIONED (E.G., G, X, Y, ETC.) TO THE NAME OF THE FIRST BYTE OF THE ASSOCIATED SEGMENT. (THE FUNCTION DECLARATION ALSO INITIALIZES THE SEGMENT NAMED "F" TO THE APPROPRIATE MACHINE CODE.)

THE SEGMENTS INTRODUCED BY THESE DECLARATIONS CONTAIN ONE OR MORE WORDS, WHERE THE SIZE MAY BE SPECIFIED (AS IN "LOCAL P[100]"), OR DEFAULTED TO ONE (AS IN "GLOBAL G;"). THE IDENTIFIERS INTRODUCED BY A DECLARATION ARE LEXICALLY LOCAL TO THE BLOCK IN WHICH THE DECLARATION IS MADE (THAT IS, THEY OBEY THE USUAL ALGOL SCOPE RULES) WITH ONE EXCEPTION - NAMELY, "GLOBAL" IDENTIFIERS ARE MADE AVAILABLE TO OTHER, SEPARATELY COMPILED MODULES. SEGMENTS CREATED BY OWN, GLOBAL, AND FUNCTION DECLARATIONS ARE CREATED ONLY ONCE AND ARE PRESERVED FOR THE DURATION OF THE EXECUTION OF A PROGRAM. SEGMENTS CREATED BY LOCAL REGISTER DECLARATIONS ARE CREATED AT THE TIME OF BLOCK ENTRY AND ARE PRESERVED ONLY FOR THE DURATION OF THE EXECUTION OF THAT BLOCK. REGISTER SEGMENTS DIFFER FROM LOCAL SEGMENTS ONLY IN THAT THEY ARE ALLOCATED FROM THE MACHINE'S ARRAY OF 6 GENERAL PURPOSE (FAST) REGISTERS. RE-ENTRY OF A BLOCK BEFORE IT IS EXITED (BY RECURSIVE FUNCTION CALLS, FOR EXAMPLE) BEHAVES AS IN ALGOL, THAT IS, LOCAL AND REGISTER SEGMENTS ARE DYNAMICALLY LOCAL TO EACH INCARNATION OF THE BLOCK.
THERE ARE TWO ADDITIONAL DECLARATIONS WHOSE EFFECT IS TO BIND IDENTIFIERS TO NAMES, BUT WHICH DO NOT CREATE SEGMENTS; EXAMPLES ARE:

```plaintext
EXTERNAL S;
BIND Y2 = Y+2, PA = P+.A;
```

AN EXTERNAL DECLARATION BINDS ONE OR MORE IDENTIFIERS TO THE NAMES REPRESENTED BY THE SAME IDENTIFIER DECLARED GLOBAL IN ANOTHER, SEPARATELY COMPILED MODULE. THE BIND DECLARATION BINDS ONE OR MORE IDENTIFIERS TO THE VALUE OF AN EXPRESSION AT BLOCK ENTRY TIME. AT LEAST POTENTIALLY THE VALUE OF THIS EXPRESSION MAY NOT BE CALCULABLE UNTIL RUN TIME - AS IN 'PA = P+.A' ABOVE.
1.3.1.2 DATA STRUCTURES (AN INTRODUCTION)

---

TWO PRINCIPLES WERE FOLLOWED IN THE DESIGN OF THE DATA STRUCTURE FACILITY OF BLISS:

- THE USER MUST BE ABLE TO SPECIFY THE ACCESSING ALGORITHM FOR ELEMENTS OF A STRUCTURE,
- THE REPRESENTATIONAL SPECIFICATION AND THE SPECIFICATION OF ALGORITHMS WHICH OPERATE ON THE INFORMATION REPRESENTED MUST BE SEPARATED IN SUCH A WAY THAT EITHER CAN BE MODIFIED WITHOUT AFFECTING THE OTHER.

THE DEFINITION OF A CLASS OF STRUCTURES, THAT IS, OF AN ACCESSING ALGORITHM TO BE ASSOCIATED WITH CERTAIN SPECIFIC DATA STRUCTURES, MAY BE MADE BY A DECLARATION OF SOMewhat THE FOLLOWING FORM:

```
STRUCTURE <NAME>[<FORMAL PARAMETER LIST>1 - E
```

PARTICULAR NAMES MAY THEN BE ASSOCIATED WITH A STRUCTURE CLASS, THAT IS WITH AN ACCESSING ALGORITHM, BY ANOTHER DECLARATION OF SOMEWHAT THE FORM:

```
MAP <NAME> <NAME LIST>
```

CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING EXAMPLE:

```
BEGIN
STRUCTURE ARY2[I,J] = (.ARY2+(.I-1)*10+(.J-1));
OWN X[100],Y[100],Z[100];
MAP ARY2 X;Y;Z;
.
.
.
X[.A,.B] <- .Y[.B,.A];
.
.
END;
```
IN THIS EXAMPLE WE INTRODUCE A VERY SIMPLE STRUCTURE, ARY2, FOR TWO
DIMENSIONAL (18X18) ARRAYS, DECLARE THREE SEGMENTS WITH NAMES
'X', 'Y', AND 'Z' BOUND TO THEM, AND ASSOCIATE THE STRUCTURE CLASS
'ARY2' WITH THESE NAMES. THE SYNTACTIC FORMS "X[E1,E2]" AND
"Y[E3,E4]" ARE VALID WITHIN THIS BLOCK AND DENOTE EVALUATION
OF THE ACCESSING ALGORITHM DEFINED BY THE ARY2-STRUCTURE DECLARATION
(WITH AN APPROPRIATE SUBSTITUTION OF ACTUAL FOR FORMAL PARAMETERS).

ALTHOUGH THEY ARE NOT IMPLEMENTED IN THIS WAY, FOR PURPOSES OF
EXPOSITION ONE MAY THINK OF THE STRUCTURE DECLARATION AS DEFINING
A FUNCTION WITH ONE MORE FORMAL PARAMETER THAN IS EXPLICITLY
MENTIONED. FOR EXAMPLE, THE STRUCTURE DECLARATION IN THE PREVIOUS
EXAMPLE:

\[
\text{STRUCTURE ARY2}[I,J] = (.ARY2+(.I-1)*18+(.J-1));
\]

CONCEPTUALLY IS IDENTICAL TO A FUNCTION DECLARATION

\[
\text{FUNCTION ARY2}(F0,F1,F2) = (.F0+(.F1-1)*18+(.F2-1));
\]

THE EXPRESSIONS "X.[.A,.B]" AND "Y.[.B,.A]" CORRESPOND TO CALLS ON
THIS FUNCTION - I.E., TO "ARY2(X,.A,.B)" AND "ARY2(Y,.B,.A)".

SINCE, IN A STRUCTURE DECALARATION, THERE IS AN IMPLICIT, UN-NAMED
FORMAL PARAMETER, THE NAME OF THE STRUCTURE CLASS ITSELF IS USED TO
DENOTE THIS "ZERO-TH" PARAMETER. THIS CONVENTION MAINTAINS THE
POSITIONAL CORRESPONDENCE OF ACTUALS AND FORMALS. THUS, IN
THE EXAMPLE ABOVE, "ARY2" DENOTES THE VALUE OF THE NAME OF THE
PARTICULAR SEGMENT BEING REFERENCED, AND "X.[.A,.B]" IS EQUIVALENT TO:

\[
(X+(.A-1)*18+(.B-1))
\]

THE VALUE OF THIS EXPRESSION IS A POINTER TO THE DESIGNATED ELEMENT
OF THE SEGMENT NAMED BY X.
IN THE FOLLOWING EXAMPLE THE STRUCTURE FACILITY AND BIND DECLARATION
HAVE BEEN USED TO ENCODE A MATRIX PRODUCT (Z(I,J) = X*Y). IN THE
INNER BLOCK THE NAMES 'XR' AND 'YC' ARE BOUND TO POINTERS TO THE
BASE OF A SPECIFIED ROW OF X AND COLUMN OF Y RESPECTIVELY. THESE
IDENTIFIERS ARE THEN ASSOCIATED WITH STRUCTURE CLASSES WHICH ALLOW
ONE-DIMENSIONAL ACCESS.

BEGIN
STRUCTURE
  ARY2[I,J] = (.ARY2+(I-1)<<10+(J-1)),
  ROW[I] = (.ROW+.I-1),
  COL[J] = (.COL+(J-1)<<10;
OWN
  X[100], Y[100], Z[100];
MAP
  ARY2 X:Y:Z;
.
.
INCR I FROM 1 TO 18 DO
BEGIN BIND XR = X[I,I], ZR = Z[I,I]; MAP ROW XR:ZR;
INCR J FROM 1 TO 18 DO
BEGIN
  REGISTER T; BIND YC = Y[I..J]; MAP COL YC;
  T +;
INCR K FROM 1 TO 18 DO T += XR[K]*YC[K];
  ZR[K] += T;
END;
END;
.
.
END
I.3.1.3 THE ACTUAL DECLARATION SYNTAX
--------------------------------------

THE EXAMPLE DECLARATIONS IN THE PRECEDING TWO SUB-SECTIONS ARE
VALID BLISS SYNTAX; HOWEVER, THEY DO NOT REFLECT THE COMPLETE
POWER OF THE DECLARATIVE FACILITIES. THE FOLLOWING SECTIONS
(3.2 - 3.5) ARE DEFINITIVE PRESENTATIONS OF THE ACTUAL SYNTAX
AND SEMANTICS OF THESE DECLARATIONS. THE ACTUAL DECLARATIONS
PRESENTED IN THE FOLLOWING SECTIONS DIFFER FROM THE EXAMPLES
GIVEN PREVIOUSLY IN THAT THEY ADMIT GREATER INTERACTION BETWEEN
THE ALLOCATION DECLARATIONS AND STRUCTURE DECLARATIONS.
1.3.2 MEMORY ALLOCATION

THERE ARE FIVE BASIC FORMS OF ALLOCATION DECLARATION:

ALLOCATE DECLARATION ::= ALLOCATETYPESIZE MSIDLIST
ALLOCATETYPESIZE ::= ALLOCATESIZE ALLOCATETYPE/ALLOCATESIZE ALLOCATETYPE CALLT
ALLOCATESIZE ::= /BYTE/WORD
ALLOCATETYPE ::= GLOBAL/REGISTER/OWN/LOCAL/EXTERNAL
MSIDLIST ::= MSIDELEMENT/MSIDELEMENT, MSIDLIST
MSIDELEMENT ::= STRUCTURE SIZEDCHUNKS
STRUCTURE ::= / STRUCTURENAME
SIZEDCHUNKS ::= SIZEDCHUNK/SIZEDCHUNK, SIZEDCHUNKS
SIZEDCHUNK ::= IDCHUNK/IDCHUNK [ELIST]
IDCHUNK ::= NAME/NAME: IDCHUNK

AS WITH MOST OTHER DECLARATIONS, THE ALLOCATION DECLARATIONS INTRODUCE NAMES WHOSE SCOPE IS THE BLOCK IN WHICH THE DECLARATIONS OCCUR. REGISTER AND LOCAL DECLARATIONS CAUSE ALLOCATION OF STORAGE AT EACH BLOCK ENTRY (INCLUDING RECURSIVE AND QUASI-PARALLEL ONES), AND CORRESPONDING DE-ALLOCATION ON BLOCK EXIT. STORAGE FOR OWN AND GLOBAL DECLARATIONS IS MADE ONCE (BEFORE EXECUTION BEGINS) AND REMAINS ALLOCATED DURING THE ENTIRE EXECUTION OF THE PROGRAM. EXTERNAL DECLARATIONS DO NOT ALLOCATE STORAGE, BUT CAUSE A LINKAGE TO BE ESTABLISHED TO STORAGE DECLARED WITH THE SAME NAME IN A GLOBAL DECLARATION OF ANOTHER MODULE. SPACE FOR ALLOCATION IS TAKEN FROM CORE FOR LOCAL, OWN, AND GLOBAL DECLARATIONS, AND FROM THE MACHINE'S HIGH SPEED REGISTERS FOR REGISTER DECLARATIONS. ALLOCATESIZE SPECIFIES WHAT UNIT SIZE IS TO BE ALLOCATED. IF THIS IS NOT PRESENT THEN WORD IS ASSUMED.

THE INITIAL CONTENTS OF ALLOCATED MEMORY IS NOT DEFINED AND SHOULD NOT BE PRESUMED.

1.3.3 MAP DECLARATION

--------------

MAP DECLARATION ::= MAP MSIDLIST/MAP CALLTYPE MSIDLIST

THE MAP DECLARATION IS SYNTACTICALLY AND SEMANTICALLY SIMILAR TO AN
ALLOCATION DECLARATION EXCEPT THAT NO NEW STORAGE OR IDENTIFIERS ARE
INTRODUCED. THE PURPOSE OF THE MAP DECLARATION IS TO PERMIT RE-
DEFINITION OF THE STRUCTURE AND ELIST INFORMATION ASSOCIATED WITH
AN IDENTIFIER (OR SET OF IDENTIFIERS) FOR THE SCOPE OF THE BLOCK
IN WHICH THE MAP DECLARATION OCCURS.
1.3.4 BIND DECLARATIONS

BIND DECLARATION ::= BIND EQUIVALENCELIST
EQUIVALENCELIST ::= EQUIVALENCE/EQUIVALENCE, EQUIVALENCELIST
EQUIVALENCE ::= MSIDELEMENT = E

A BIND DECLARATION INTRODUCES A NEW SET OF NAMES WHOSE SCOPE IS THE BLOCK IN WHICH THE BIND DECLARATION OCCURS, AND BINDS THE VALUE OF THESE NAMES TO THE VALUE OF THE ASSOCIATED EXPRESSIONS AT THE TIME THAT THE BLOCK IS ENTERED. NOTE THAT THESE EXPRESSIONS NEED NOT EVALUATE AT COMPILE TIME.
STRUCTURES

-----------------------

STRUCTURE DECLARATION ::= STRUCTURE NAME STRUCTUREFORMALLIST
- STRUCTURESIZE E

STRUCTUREFORMALLIST ::= / [NAMELIST]

STRUCTURESIZE ::= / [E]

STRUCTURE DECLARATIONS SERVE TO DEFINE A CLASS OF DATA STRUCTURES
BY DEFINING AN EXPLICIT "ACCESS ALGORITHM", E, TO BE USED IN
ACCESSING ELEMENTS OF THAT STRUCTURE. THE CLASS OF STRUCTURES
INTRODUCED BY SUCH A DECLARATION IS GIVEN A NAME WHICH MAY BE
USED AS THE STRUCTURE NAME IN AN ALLOCATION DECLARATION OR MAP
DECLARATION.

THE ACCESSING ALGORITHM, E, MAY NOT CONTAIN ANY DECLARATIONS.

THE NAMES IN THE STRUCTURE FORMAL LIST ARE FORMAL PARAMETER
IDENTIFIERS WHICH ARE USED IN TWO DISTINCT WAYS:

1. "DOTTED" OCCURRANCES OF THE FORMAL NAMES POSITIONALLY
CORRELATE WITH THE VALUES OF ELIST ELEMENTS AT THE SITE OF A
STRUCTURE ACCESS. (RECALL THAT A STRUCTURE ACCESS IS
SYNTACTICALLY NAME [ELIST].) THESE ARE REFERRED TO
AS "ACCESS FORMALS" AND "ACCESS ACTUALS" RESPECTIVELY.

2. "UNDOTTED" OCCURRANCES OF THE FORMAL NAMES POSITIONALLY
CORRELATE WITH THE VALUES OF THE ELIST ELEMENTS AT THE SITE
OF THE DECLARATION WHICH ASSOCIATED THE VARIABLE NAME WITH
THE STRUCTURE CLASS. THESE ARE REFERRED TO AS "INCARNATION
FORMALS" AND "INCARNATION ACTUALS" RESPECTIVELY.

IN ADDITION TO THE EXPLICIT FORMAL NAMES, THE STRUCTURE NAME, IN
"DOTTED" FORM, IS USED AS AN ACCESS FORMAL TO DENOTE THE NAME OF
THE SPECIFIC SEGMENT BEING ACCESSED (THAT IS, TO DENOTE THE
POINTER TO THE BASE OF THE SEGMENT).
IF PRESENT, THE STRUCTURE SIZE, I.E., [E], IS USED TO CALCULATE (FROM THE INCARNATION ACTUALS) THE SIZE OF THE SEGMENT TO BE ALLOCATED BY AN ALLOCATION DECLARATION. AFTER SUBSTITUTION OF INCARNATION ACTUALS, THIS EXPRESSION MUST EVALUATE TO A CONSTANT AT COMPILE TIME.

THE SIMPLE EXAMPLE OF A TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY GIVEN IN SECTION 3.1.2 MIGHT NOW BE WRITTEN:

```
BEGIN
  STRUCTURE ARY2[I,J] = [I*J] (.ARY2+(I-1)*J+(J-1));
  OWN ARY2 X:Y:Z[10,10];
  .
  .
  X[A,B] + .Y[B,A];
  .
  .
END;
```

THE DEFAULT STRUCTURE VECTOR, MENTIONED IN SECTION 3.2 IS DEFINED BY

```
STRUCTURE VECTOR [I] = [I] (.VECTOR + I)[0,16];
```

1.3.6 ROUTINES

ROUTINEDECLARATION::= ROUTINE NAME(NAMELIST) - E /
                      ROUTINE NAME - E

THE ROUTINE DECLARATION DEFINES THE NAME TO BE THAT OF A POTENTIALLY RECURSIVE AND RE-ENTRANT FUNCTION WHOSE VALUE IS THE EXPRESSION E. THE SYNTAX OF A NORMAL SUBROUTINE-LIKE FUNCTION CALL IS

\[
\begin{align*}
P1::= & \ P1 \ (ELIST) \ / \ P1 \ () \\
ELIST::= & \ E \ / \ ELIST, \ E
\end{align*}
\]

WHERE P1 IS A PRIMARY EXPRESSION. CLEARLY, P1 MUST EVALUATE TO A NAME WHICH HAS BEEN DECLARED AS A ROUTINE EITHER AT COMPILE TIME OR AT RUN TIME. THE NAMES IN THE NAME-LIST OF THE DECLARATION DEFINE (LEXICALLY LOCAL) NAMES OF FORMAL PARAMETERS WHOSE ACTUAL VALUES ON EACH INCARNATION ARE DETERMINED BY THE ELIST AT THE CALL SITE. ALL PARAMETERS ARE IMPLICITLY ALGOL "CALL-BY-VALUE"; BUT NOTICE THAT CALL-BY-REFERENCE IS ACHIEVED BY SIMPLY PRESENTING POINTER VALUES AT THE CALL SITE. PARENTHESES ARE REQUIRED AT THE CALL SITE EVEN FOR A ROUTINE WITH NO FORMAL PARAMETERS SINCE THE NAME ON ITS OWN IS SIMPLY A POINTER TO THE ROUTINE.

DECLARATION::= GLOBAL ROUTINE NAME (NAMELIST) - E /
                GLOBAL ROUTINE NAME - E

A ROUTINE NAME IS LIKE AN OWN NAME IN THAT ITS SCOPE IS LIMITED TO THE BLOCK IN WHICH IT IS DECLARED AND ITS VALUE IS ALREADY INITIALIZED AT BLOCK ENTRY. THE PREFIX GLOBAL CHANGES THE SCOPE OF THE ROUTINE TO THAT OF THE OUTER BLOCK OF THE PROGRAM ENVELOPING ALL THE MODULES. NOTE THAT THIS INHIBITS A GLOBAL ROUTINE FROM ACCESS TO REGISTER NAMES DECLARED OUTSIDE IT.

DECLARATION::= EXTERNAL NAMEPARLIST /
                FORWARD NAMEPARLIST

NAMEPARLIST::= NAMEPAR / NAMEPARLIST, NAMEPAR

NAMEPAR::= NAME (E) / NAME

EXTERNAL AND FORWARD EACH TELL THE COMPILER HOW MANY PARAMETERS, GIVEN BY E, ARE EXPECTED BY AN UNDECLARED ROUTINE NAME. FORWARD IS FOR ROUTINES DECLARED LATER IN THE CURRENT BLOCK AND EXTERNAL IS FOR ROUTINES FROM ANOTHER MODULE. THE COMPILER PERMITS THE NUMBER OF ACTUAL PARAMETERS IN A ROUTINE CALL TO BE GREATER THAN, EQUAL TO, OR LESS THAN TO THE NUMBER OF FORMALS DECLARED. (SEE SECTION IV. 1.2 FOR AN EXPLANATION OF HOW ARGUMENTS ARE PASSED ON A ROUTINE CALL. IT WILL INDICATE THE RESULT WHICH OCCURS WHEN THE NUMBER OF ARGUMENTS PASSED IS NOT THE SAME AS THE NUMBER OF FORMAL PARAMETERS IN THE ROUTINE DECLARATION.) A DEFAULT VALUE OF ZERO IS SUPPLIED IF "(E)" IS MISSING.

* CLEARLY E MUST EVALUATE TO A CONSTANT AT COMPILE TIME.
1.3.7 LABEL DECLARATION

LABELDECLARATION::= LABEL LABELLIST

LABELLIST::= NAME/NAME, LABELLIST

LABELS ARE USED SOLELY IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE ESCAPE EXPRESSIONS.
EACH NAME TO BE USED AS A LABEL MUST BE SO DECLARED AT THE HEAD
OF THE BLOCK CONTAINING THAT USAGE.
1.3.8 MACROS

IN ORDER TO FACILITATE PROGRAM READABILITY AND MODIFIABILITY, A MACRO SYSTEM IS EMBEDDED IN BLISS. THE SYSTEM ALLOWS NESTED MACRO DEFINITION AS WELL AS ITERATIVE AND RECURSIVE FORMS OF EVALUATION.

SYNTAX FOR MACRO DECLARATION:

DECLARATION ::-MACRO DEFINITIONLIST
DEFINITIONLIST ::-DEFINITION /DEFINITIONLIST, DEFINITION
DEFINITION ::-NAME FIXEDPARMS ITERATEDPARMS=STRING $
FIXEDPARMS ::-/(NAMELIST)
ITERATEDPARMS ::-[/]/[NAMELIST]

THE ESSENTIAL FUNCTION OF THE MACRO SYSTEM IS TO REPLACE THE THE MACRO NAME AND ITS ACTUAL-PARAMETER LIST (WHEREEVER THE NAME OCCURS WITHIN ITS SCOPE IN THE PROGRAM) BY ITS BODY, WITH ACTUAL-PARAMEERS SUBSTITUTED FOR FORMALS. THE BODY IS CONSIDERED TO BE A STRING OF "ATOMS"--NAMES, LITERALS AND DELIMITERS--AND IS THEREFORE INDEPENDENT OF EDITING SYMBOLS--BLANKS, CR,LF, AND BLISS COMMENTS--ONCE THE ATOMS ARE DETERMINED AT MACRO DECLARATION TIME.


LET: MACRO SUBSTITUTE=BODY(1) $,
SIMPLE(F(1),...F(N))=BODY(2) $,
PASS(I)=BODY(3) $,
RECURSIVE(F(1),...F(N))=BODY(4) $,
ITERATED1(((1),...,I(N)))=BODY(5) $,
ITERATED2(F(1),...,F(N))[[I(1),...,I(M)]=BODY(6) $;

REPRESENT THE CANNONICAL FORMS OF MACRO DEFINITIONS PERMITTED IN BLISS. LET "MNAME (A(1),...,A(K))" REPRESENT A TYPICAL MACRO CALL, WHERE THE A(I) ARE ACTUALS. THE REPLACEMENT ALGORITHM VARIES ACCORDING TO THE FORM OF THE DECLARATION:

1. SUBSTITUTE: THE BODY REPLACES THE MACRO NAME;
2. SIMPLE: OCCURRENCES OF F(I) IN BODY(2) ARE REPLACED BY A(I); BODY(2) IS SUBSTITUTED FOR THE CALL. UNSPECIFIED ACTUALS DEFAULT TO THE EMPTY EXTRA ACTUALS ARE IGNORED BUT A WARNING MESSAGE IS ISSUED.

************

* UNLESS QUOTED--SEE "SPECIAL FUNCTIONS".
3. PASS: THE BODY REPLACES THE MACRO-NAME (AND PARAMETER LIST) ONLY IF AN ACTUAL-PARAMETER LIST IS SPECIFIED; OTHERWISE, THE MACRO IS REPLACED BY THE EMPTY ATOM. IF AN ACTUAL-PARAMETER LIST IS SPECIFIED, THE SPECIAL FUNCTION $REMAINING MAY BE USED IN BODY(3) TO STAND FOR ACTUAL-PARAMETER LIST WITH OUTER BRACKETS REMOVED AND THE "DEFAULT SEPARATOR" REPLACING THE COMMAS.*

4. RECURSIVE: IF A(N) IS NOT SPECIFIED, THE EMPTY ATOM REPLACES THE CALL. OTHERWISE, A(I) IS BOUND TO F(I) (I=1 TO N), THE REMAINING ACTUALS--A(N+1),...,A(K)--DEFINE THE SPECIAL FUNCTION $REMAINING MENTIONED ABOVE, WHICH IS AVAILABLE FOR USE IN BODY(4). NOTE: A RECURSIVE CALL WITHIN THE BODY IS PERMITTED, NOT REQUIRED.**

5. ITERATED1: IF A(N) IS NOT SPECIFIED, THE EMPTY ATOM REPLACES THE CALL. OTHERWISE, A(I) IS BOUND TO I(I) (I=1 TO N), THE "DEFAULT SEPARATOR"* IS OUTPUT, I(I) TAKE ON THE STRINGS A(2I), AND THE BODY IS OUTPUT. THE PROCESS CONTINUES ITERATIVELY UNTIL THE ACTUAL-PARAMETER LIST IS EXHAUSTED (A(JN) IS NOT SPECIFIED, FOR SOME J), PRODUCING INSTANCES OF BODY, SEPARATOR, BODY...


DEFAULT SEPARATOR:

THE SEPARATOR GENERATED IS ALWAYS A FUNCTION OF THE BLISS CONTEXT WHICH PRECEDES THE MACRO CALL. IF SOME CASES, BRACKETS ARE AUTOMATICALLY GENERATED AROUND THE REPLACED MACRO CALL.

PRECEIVING CONTEXT            GENERATED SEPARATOR            GENERATED BRACKETS

SEPARATOR: , OR ; , OR ;
LEFT BRACKETS:
  BEGIN OR ( IN A BLOCK
  OR COMPOUND ;
  SET OR NSET ;
  \(<
DECLARATORS:
  ALLOCATING, MACRO, MAP
  EXTERNAL AND BIND
  ROUTINE, GLOBAL ROUTINE,
  STRUCTURE

***************
*SEE "DEFAULT SEPARATOR" ABOVE.
**EXTENSIONS TO RECURSION MAY BE EXPECTED.
PRECEDING CONTEXT    GENERATED SEPARATOR    GENERATED BRACKETS

STRUCTURE NAME IN A MAPPING DECLARATION  :    ()
PLIT                        ,                  SET TES
--    -----                   --    ------
OF AFTER CASE               ;                  NSET TESN
--    ------                   ----    ----
OF AFTER SELECT             ;

EXPRESSION OR NAME OPERATOR    THE SAME OPERATOR

SPECIAL FUNCTIONS:


2. $LENGTH: THE NUMBER OF ACTUALS PASSED IN THE CURRENT MACRO CALL.

3. $COUNT: THE DEPTH OF RECURSION OF A RECURSIVE MACRO (1ST CALL IS DEPTH 0) OR THE (0-ORIGIN) ITERATION COUNT OF AN ITERATIVE MACRO (THE NUMBER OF DEFAULT SEPARATORS WHICH HAVE BEEN PRODUCED).

4. $QUOTE: THE ATOM FOLLOWING THE $QUOTE LOSES ITS NORMAL MEANING IN THE CURRENT CONTEXT:
   A. MACRO BODY DEFINITION: MUST QUOTE $, $QUOTE, AND $UNQUOTE IF THEIR USE AT MACRO DEFINITION TIME IS NOT DESIRED;
   B. MACRO ACTUAL-PARAMETER LIST EVALUATION: MUST QUOTE MACROS EXPANSION IS TO BE SUPPRESSED UNTIL AFTER ACTUAL SUBSTITUTION INTO THE BODY AND BRACKETS WHICH ARE NOT PROPERLY NESTED.

5. $UNQUOTE: THE ATOM FOLLOWING THE $UNQUOTE IS "EVALUATED" ONE LEVEL IN A MACRO BODY SPECIFICATION. THE FIRST LEVEL OF EVALUATION CAUSES NAMES TO BECOME "LEXEMES"--E.G. A LOCAL VARIABLE--; THE SECOND CAUSES MACROS TO BE EVALUATED.

6. $STRING: A PARAMETER LIST MUST BE PASSED. THE STRING VALUES OF THE LIST ARE CONCATENATED TO FORM A STRING (A SINGLE ATOM). NAMES HAVE THEMSELVES AS STRING VALUES; NUMBERS HAVE THEIR ASCII EQUIVALENT.

7. $NAME: A PARAMETER LIST MUST BE PASSED. THE STRING VALUES OF IS DETERMINED AS FOR $STRING. THE RESULTING STRING IS USED AS A NAME (IDENTIFIER)--IT'S FORMAT MUST BE ACCEPTABLE TO THE LOADER (NOT NECESSARILY THE COMPILER).
EXAMPLES:

1. **MACRO**
   
   ```plaintext
   HBYTE=8,8$, !POSITION AND SIZE OF HIGH-ORDER BYTE
   LBYTE=0,8$, !POSITION AND SIZE OF LOW-ORDER BYTE
   TAB-OUTPUT(#14)$; !CALL OUTPUT ROUTINE TO SEND A TAB
   A<LBYTE>=.B<HBYTE> !MOVE A BYTE
   ```

2. **MACRO**
   
   ```plaintext
   OUTERR(NUM,MSG)=
   OUTSTRING(PLIT($STRING('ERR',NUM,';',MSG))$);
   
   %USE THIS MACRO TO CALL AN OUTPUT ROUTINE WITH A POINTER
   TO AN ERROR MESSAGE AS THE ARGUMENT %
   
   OUTERR(4,'INVALID DATA') IS EQUIVALENT TO
   OUTSTRING(PLIT('ERR4: INVALID DATA'))
   ```

3. **MACRO**
   
   ```plaintext
   COND(BOOLMEXP)[-]
   IF BOOL THEN EXP EL($REMAINING) COND ($REMAINING)$;
   MACRO EL[]-ELSE$; !GENERATE ELSE ONLY IF PARAMETER IS NON-EMPTY
   
   % CALL COND WITH PAIRS OF BOOLEAN EXPRESSIONS AND EXPRESSIONS.
   THE RESULT AT EXECUTION TIME IS THE BOOLEAN EXPRESSIONS
   ARE EVALUATED UNTIL ONE IS TRUE THEN THE CORRESPONDING
   EXPRESSION IS EXECUTED%
   
   COND (.B,A- .X,.X OR .Y, FCT(.M))
   Generates
   IF .B THEN A-.X
   ELSE IF .X OR .Y THEN FCT (.M)
   ```

4. **MACRO**
   
   ```plaintext
   FLAGS(FLAGWORD)[FLAGNAME]=
   BIND FLAGNAME=FLAGWORD<$COUNT,1>5$;
   % THIS BINDS VARIOUS FLAG NAMES TO INDIVIDUAL BITS
   IN THE SPECIFIED WORD%
   
   FLAGS(X,LIST,ERR,OPT,PIC)
   Generates
   
   BIND LIST=X<0,1> ;
   BIND LRR=X<1,1> ;
   BIND OPT=X<2,1> ;
   BIND PIC=X<3,1> ;
   ```

5. **MACRO**
   
   ```plaintext
   REV(X)[-]=REV($REMAINING) CC($REMAINING) X$;
   CC[-],$; !GENERATE COMMA ONLY IF PARAMETER IS NON-EMPTY
   %REVERSES THE PARAMETER LIST%
   
   REV (A,B,C,D) GENERATES D,C,B,A
   ```

6. **MACRO**
   
   ```plaintext
   INITLOCALARRAY (NAME)[-]
   LOCAL NAME<$LENGTH-1> ;
   LOAD (NAME,$REMAINING)$;
   ```
MACRO LOAD(BASE) (VALUE) =
    BASE [$COUNT] = VALUE;

INITLOCALARRAY (A, 4, 3, 7, 0, 1)
GENERATES
    LOCAL A[5];
    A[0] = 4;
    A[1] = 3;
    A[3] = 0;
1.3.9 UNDECLARE DECLARATION

DECLARATION::= UNDECLARE NAMELIST

THE IDENTIFIERS ARE IN THE NAMELIST BECOME UNDEFINED WITHIN THE SCOPE OF THE DECLARATION.
1.3.18 CALLING SEQUENCE DECLARATIONS

\[ \text{<CALLSEQUENCE DECLARATION>} ::= \]
\[ \quad \text{LINKAGE} \ <\text{IDENTIFIER}>\text{<CALL TYPE> (<CALL ARGLIST>)} \]

\[ \text{<CALL TYPE>} ::= \text{BLISS/EMT/TRAP} \]
\[ \text{<CALL ARGLIST>} ::= \text{<CALL ARGTYPE>}
\]
\[ \quad \text{<CALLARGLIST>}, \text{<CALLARGTYPE>} \]
\[ \quad \text{STACK /}
\]
\[ \quad \text{REGISTER} \ <\text{INTERGER}> \]

The linkage declaration serves to define the following identifier as the name of a particular type of calling sequence. In addition to those definable by the user there are two linkage types, FORTRAN and INTERRUPT, which are predefined.

(FORTRAN, INTERRUPT and any identifies declared as above are called linkage keywords.)

1.3.10.1 FORTRAN LINKAGE

In brief, the FORTRAN linkage is compatible with the PDP-11/20 FORTRAN IV so that FORTRAN compiled routines may call BLISS compiled routines and vice-versa. Note that FORTRAN uses a call-by-reference method of parameter passing while BLISS uses call-by-value. The BLISS coder must explicitly accommodate the FORTRAN convention (see section for further discussion.)

(Note that the FORTRAN linkage is inherently non-reentrant since formal parameters are passed in a manner that is effectively like an own array rather than a local array.)

1.3.10.2 INTERRUPT LINKAGE

The interrupt linkage specification is appropriate only to routine declarations. It declares that the routine will be entered as a result of an interrupt or trap. Note that this declaration only compiles a routine for servicing interrupts. The user must separately arrange to establish the routine name and desired status word in the appropriate interrupt vector.

An interrupt routine may not have any explicitly declared formal parameters. However it has two implicitly declared formal parameters, OLOPC and OLOPS, which may be used to access the program counter and processor status saved on the stack by the interrupt hardware.
1.3.10.3 BLISS LINKAGE

The BLISS linkage allows the user to specify that certain values will be passed to a subroutine on the execution stack while others may be passed in the hardware registers. In the declaration, the keywords stack or register may be used to designate the method of argument transmission for the corresponding argument. For example,

```
LINKAGE SST=BLISS(STACK,REGISTER 2)
```

specifies that the first argument goes on the stack and the second is passed in register 2. An absolute integer in the range 0 to 5 inclusive may be used for the register number.

Any arguments in addition to those defined in the call will be automatically passed on the stack. The default linkage for all routine calls and declarations is equivalent to the specification

```
LINKAGE BLISS11=BLISS();
```

that is, all arguments are normally passed on the stack.

1.3.10.4 EMT AND TRAP LINKAGE

EMT and trap calling linkages are not currently definable. EMT and trap special functions are available as described in section II.

The goal is to be able to conveniently interface to DOS, RSX, or other operating system trap handlers. The variety of responses to EMT's by DOS, for example, has posed certain problems in meeting this objective. As an interim measure, a set of system macros will be provided for invoking monitor services. These are outside of the scope of this document.
1.3.11 LINKAGE DECLARATIONS

Once an identifier has been defined to be a linkage declaration keyword, it may be used in the following ways within the scope of its declaration.

1.3.11.1 ROUTINE TYPING

Preceding the routine keyword in a routine declaration. In this context the named linkage type designates the conventions that will be used to call the routine being declared, and hence governs the entry and exit conventions needed to compile the routine. For example:

```
BEGIN
    ...
    FORTRAN ROUTINE MAX(A,B)-...
    ...
END
```

1.3.11.2 LINKAGE ATTRIBUTE FOR IDENTIFIERS.

Following one of the keywords external, global, own, or map and followed by a msidlist. The effect is to specify that when an identifier so declared is used syntactically as the name of a routine call, then the declared calling sequence will be used to effect that call.

Example:

```
FORWARD FORTRAN A,B;
EXTERNAL INTERRUPT LPT,DSK,B72;
BYTE OWN FORTRAN BYTEVECTOR F[100];
```

1.3.11.3 "LOCAL" CALL SEQUENCE DESIGNATION

When the linkage name is itself used syntactically as a routine name in a routine call expression, the the first argument is evaluated at run-time and interpreted to designate the routine entry point to be called. The remaining arguments are passed to the named routine in the manner required by the linkage definition.

Example:

```
FORTRAN(. (TRANSFERVECTOR+.I), PAR1, PAR2)
```
II. SPECIAL LANGUAGE FEATURES

THE PREVIOUS CHAPTER DESCRIBES THE BASIC FEATURES OF THE BLISS-11 LANGUAGE. IN THIS CHAPTER WE DESCRIBE ADDITIONAL FEATURES WHICH ARE HIGHLY MACHINE AND IMPLEMENTATION DEPENDENT.

II.1.1 SPECIAL FUNCTIONS

A NUMBER OF FEATURES HAVE BEEN ADDED TO THE BASIC BLISS-11 LANGUAGE WHICH ALLOW GREATER ACCESS TO THE PDP-11 HARDWARE FEATURES. THESE FEATURES HAVE THE SYNTACTIC FORM OF FUNCTION CALLS AND ARE THUS REFERRED TO AS "SPECIAL FUNCTIONS". CODE FOR SPECIAL FUNCTIONS IS ALWAYS GENERATED IN LINE.
11.1.1.1 TRAP AND EMT SPECIAL FUNCTIONS - NOT YET IMPLEMENTED

<TRAP/EMT CALL> ::= EMT(<INTEGER><REST OF ARGS)/
   TRAP(<INTEGER><REST OF ARGS)
<REST OF ARGS> ::= /
   E/
   E,<REST OF ARGS>

An EMT or TRAP special function is syntactically a function call with at least one parameter. The first (and possibly only) parameter must evaluate at compile-time to a value in the range 0 to 255 inclusive. This value is incorporated into the low byte of the EMT/TRAP instruction itself. The remaining arguments, (if any) are evaluated and pushed onto the stack prior to the EMT/TRAP instruction. It is assumed that the arguments are removed from the stack following return from the EMT/TRAP.

11.1.1.2 STACKADJUST FUNCTION - NOT YET IMPLEMENTED

The special function STACKADJUST is a compiler directive by which the user advises the compiler he has performed an operation which has, unknown to the compiler, explicitly adjusted the execution stack by a certain amount. The function requires one argument which evaluates to an even constant at compile-time. The value of the function is the value of the constant.

An example usage is

   SP<-.SP+STACKADJUST(-4)

which reserves two word on the stack.

This special function may also be useful in conjunction with the inline and EMT/TRAP special functions.
11.1.2 MACHINE LANGUAGE

INLINE (TEXTLITERAL)

THE SPECIAL FUNCTION INLINE IS A SIMPLE GENERAL ESCAPE MECHANISM TO ALLOW THE PROGRAMMER TO EMBED MACHINE LANGUAGE CODE IN HIS BLISS-II PROGRAM. IT'S USE IS HIGHLY MACHINE AND CONTEXT DEPENDANT AND EXTREME CAUTION IS RECOMMENDED. IT IS INTENDED PRIMARILY AS A MEANS TO CONTINUE PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT WHILE A COMPILER BUG OR LANGUAGE DEFICENCY IS BEING HANDLED.

THE TEXT STRING IS SAVED AS IS FOR OUTPUT IN THE COMPILED ASSEMBLY SOURCE. WHEN OUTPUT A CARRIAGE-RETURN/LINE FEED IS APPENDED TO THE LINE. ONLY ONE ASSEMBLY LINE PER INLINE EXPRESSION IS PERMITTED.

A WARNING MESSAGE WILL ALWAYS BE GIVEN WHEN USING THIS CONSTRUCT.

EXAMPLE:

%CORE EMT TO DOS %
INLINE ("MOV #100,-(SP)");
INLINE("EMT 41")
II.1.3 COMMUNICATION WITH MONITOR

ADDITIONAL SPECIAL FORMS MAY BE INTRODUCED TO FACILITATE COMMUNICATION WITH THE MONITOR AND/OR IOX.
III. SYSTEM FEATURES

III.1.8 COMPILATION CONTROL

The actions of the compiler with respect to a program may be controlled by specifications A) in the initial input string from a TTY, B) in the module head, or C) by a special switch declaration. Not all actions can be controlled from each of these places, but many can. Some actions once specified have a permanent effect while the effect of others can be modified (such as listing control). The table in Section III.1.4 gives a list of various compiler actions and the associated switch and/or source language constructs which modify those actions. This list is subject to change.

III.1.1 COMMAND SYNTAX

The general format of the initial command to BLISS-11 is:

LSTDEV: FILE.EXT, SORCDEV: FILE.EXT,..., SORCDEV: FILE.EXT

The "LSTDEV: FILE.EXT" may be omitted with the implication that the corresponding file is not to be generated. The "FILE.EXT" may be omitted on any of the file specifications and following defaults will be assumed:

LISTING FILE: P11
SOURCE FILE: B11

As with other DEC CUSP's, switches of the form /X (X=A,B,...,Z) may be placed anywhere in a command string.

The listing file is properly formatted for immediate assembly by PALX11 or MACX11.
III.1.2 MODULE HEAD - NOT YET IMPLEMENTED

--------

AS EXPLAINED IN I.1.1 THE SYNTAX FOR A MODULE IS

```
MODULE ::= MODULE NAME (PARAMETERS) = E ELUDOM
```

THE 'PARAMETERS' FIELD MAY CONTAIN VARIOUS INFORMATION WHICH WILL
AFFECT THE COMPILER'S ACTION WITH RESPECT TO THE CURRENT PROGRAM.
THE SYNTAX OF THIS FIELD IS

```
PARAMETERS ::= PARAMETER / PARAMETER,PARAMETERS
```

THE ALLOWED FORMS OF 'PARAMETER' ARE GIVEN IN TABULAR FORM IN
SECTION III.1.4 UNDER THE COLUMN HEADED "MODULE HEAD SYNTAX".

WHEN THE COMPILED CODE IS TO BE RUN UNDER THE DOS MONITOR, NO
STACK DECLARATION IS REQUIRED. THE DOS LOADER INITIALIZES THE
SP REGISTER TO POINT JUST BELOW THE LOWEST WORD OF THE PROGRAM.
III.1.3 SWITCHES DECLARATION
-------------------------

DECLARATION ::= SWITCHES SWITCH LIST
SWITCH LIST ::= SWITCH / SWITCH, SWITCH LIST

THE SWITCHES DECLARATION ALLOWS THE USER TO SET VARIOUS SWITCHES WHICH CONTROL THE COMPILER'S ACTIONS. THE EFFECT OF A SWITCHES DECLARATION IS LIMITED TO THE SCOPE OF THE BLOCK IN WHICH THE DECLARATION IS MADE. THE VARIOUS ALLOWED FORMS OF 'SWITCH' ARE GIVEN IN TABULAR FORM IN SECTION III.1.4 UNDER THE COLUMN HEADED "SWITCHES DECLARATION".
### III.1.4 ACTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMMAND SWITCH</th>
<th>MODULE HEAD SYNTAX</th>
<th>'SWITHCES' DECLARATION</th>
<th>ACTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/L</td>
<td>&quot;L&quot; LIST</td>
<td>&quot;L&quot; LIST</td>
<td>ENABLE LISTING OF THE SOURCE TEXT. THIS SWITCH IS ASSUMED TRUE INITIALLY.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/-L</td>
<td>NOLIST</td>
<td>NOLIST</td>
<td>DISABLE LISTING OF THE SOURCE TEXT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/N &amp; /-N</td>
<td>NOERS</td>
<td>NOERS</td>
<td>DO NOT PRINT ERROR MESSAGE ON THE TTY.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/X</td>
<td>SYNTAX</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>SYNTAX CHECK ONLY! NO CODE WILL BE GENERATED - THIS SPEEDS THE COMPILATION PROCESS AND IS THEREFORE USEFUL DURING THE INITIAL STAGES OF PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BECAUSE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF 
COMPUTED ADDRESSES IN BLISS 
PROGRAMS, IT IS NOT POSSIBLE 
FOR THE COMPILER TO DETERMINE 
WHETHER OPTIMIZATION OF SUB-
EXPRESSIONS IS POSSIBLE ACROSS 
";'"'S IN A COMPOUND EXPRESSION. 
THEREFORE THE COMPILER OPERATES 
IN TWO MODES - ONE IN WHICH IT 
DOES OPTIMIZE SUCH COMMON SUB 
EXPRESSIONS AND ONE IN WHICH 
IT DOES NOT. 
WHEN THE 'OPTIMIZE' 
SWITCH IS TRUE THE COMPILER 
ATTEMPTS TO OPTIMIZE ACROSS A 
";'". THE DEFAULT MODE IS FOR 
THE SWITCH TO BE TRUE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMMAND</th>
<th>MODULE HEAD</th>
<th>SWITCHES</th>
<th>ACTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/O</td>
<td>*OPTIMIZE</td>
<td>*OPTIMIZE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*OPTIMIZE REPRESENTS THE DEFAULT STATE OF MODULE HEAD AND SWITCH DECLARATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMMAND</th>
<th>SWITCH</th>
<th>SWITCHES</th>
<th>ACTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/-O</td>
<td>NOOPTIMIZE</td>
<td>NOOPTIMIZE</td>
<td>SETS THE OPTIMIZATION SWITCH (SEE ABOVE TO FALSE.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*REPRESENTS THE DEFAULT STATE OF MODULE HEAD AND SWITCH DECLARATIONS
III.2 ERROR REPORTING

COMPILER ERROR MESSAGES ARE OF THE FORM:

`;TYPE#NNN MESSAGE ..........↑..........@..........* L:NNNN1 L:NNNN2 L:NNNN3

WHERE

TYPE IS EITHER "WARN" FOR AN INFORMATIONAL OR WARNING MESSAGE AND IS NOT FATAL TO THE COMPILATION, OR "ERR " FOR A FATAL ERROR. SYNTAX ONLY PROCESSING CONTINUES AFTER A FATAL ERROR MESSAGE.

NNN IS THE ERROR NUMBER

MESSAGE IS THE ACTUAL ERROR OR WARNING MESSAGE. (THIS MAY BE SUPPRESSABLE IN THE FUTURE.)

THE SPECIAL CHARACTERS AND LINE NUMBERS FOLLOWING THREE PIECES OF INFORMATION ABOUT THE LOCATION OF THE ERROR:

* AND L:NNNN1 GIVE THE POINT IN THE TEXT WHERE THE ERROR WAS DETECTED,
↑ AND L:NNNN2 GIVE THE BEGINNING OF THE OPENING OF THE CURRENT CONTROL SCOPE IN WHICH THE ERROR IS DETECTED,
@ AND L:NNNN3 GIVE THE END OF THE LAST CONTROL SCOPE SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED PRIOR TO THIS ERROR.

IF ANY OF THE SPECIAL CHARACTERS OVERLAP, THEN PRIORITY IS GIVEN AS THEY ARE LISTED ABOVE.

EXAMPLE:

`;00001 BEGIN X+(B-,C,.,Y*(A+B),,Y Z);

;ERR #066 ..........↑..................@..........* L:1 L:1 L:1
;MISSING OPERATOR
This document describes the BLISS implementation language as written for the PDP-11. BLISS is a language specifically designed for use as a tool in implementing large software programs. Special attention is given in the language design to the requirements of the systems programming task, such as: space and time efficiency, the representation of data structures, the lack of run-time support facilities, flexible control structures, modularization, and parameterization of programs.